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Abstract
The weak minor G of a graph G is the graph obtained from G by a sequence
of edge-contraction operations on G. A weak-minor-closed family of upper embed-
dable graphs is a set G of upper embeddable graphs that for each graph G in G,
every weak minor of G is also in G. Up to now, there are few results providing the
necessary and sufficient conditions for characterizing upper embeddability of graphs.
In this paper, we studied the relation between the vertex splitting operation and
the upper embeddability of graphs; provided not only a necessary and sufficient
condition for characterizing upper embeddability of graphs, but also a way to con-
struct weak-minor-closed family of upper embeddable graphs from the bouquet of
circles; extended a result in J. Graph Theory obtained by L. Nebesky´. In addition,
the algorithm complex of determining the upper embeddability of a graph can be
reduced much by the results obtained in this paper.
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flexible-edge
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Graphs considered here are all connected, undirected, and with minimum degree at
least three. In addition, multiple edges and loops are permitted. Terminologies and
notations not defined here can be seen in [1]. The reader is assumed to be familiar with
topological graph theory, which can be find more details in [2], [3] or [4].
A graph is denoted by G = (V (G), E(G)), and V (G), E(G) denotes its vertex set and
edge set respectively. The number |E(G)| − |V (G)| + 1 is known as the Betti number
(or cycle rank) of the connected graph G, and is denoted by β(G). A u, v-path is a path
whose vertices of degree 1 (its endpoints) are u and v. Let T be a spanning tree of a
connected graph G. Define the deficiency ξ(G, T ) of a spanning tree T in a graph G to
be the number of components of G− E(T ) which have odd size. The deficiency ξ(G) of
a graph G is defined to be the minimum value of ξ(G, T ) over all spanning tree T of G,
i.e., ξ(G) = min{ξ(G, T ) | T is an spanning tree of G}. A splitting tree of a connected
graph G is a spanning tree T for G such that at most one component of G − E(T ) has
odd size. Let v be a vertex of G, and NG(v) be the set of vertices in G adjacent to
v, then the subgraph induced by NG(v) is referred to as the v-local subgraph, and is
denoted by Gloc(v). The vertex splitting on a vertex v, whose degree degG(v) > 4, is
the replacement of the vertex v by adjacent vertices v′ and v′′ and the replacement of
each edge e = vu incident to v either by the edge v′u or by the edge v′′u, and the edge
v′v′′ in the new G∗ is called the splitting-edge. If G∗ is a graph obtained from G by a
vertex splitting operation on the vertex v ∈ V (G), then the subgraph of G∗, which is
induced by v′, v′′ and the vertices adjacent to v′ and v′′, is refereed to as the v-spliting
subgraph and is denoted by G∗spl(v). The intersection of two graphs G1 and G2 is defined
as G1 ∩ G2 = (V (G1) ∩ V (G2), E(G1) ∩ E(G2)), and the union of G1 and G2 is defined
as G1 ∪ G2 = (V (G1) ∪ V (G2), E(G1) ∪ E(G2)). A partial order R on a set X is a
binary relation that is reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive. A poset, which is short
for partially ordered set, is a pair (X ;R) where X is a set and R is a partial order
relation on X . The weak minor G of a graph G, which is denoted by G 4 G, is the
graph obtained from G by a sequence of edge-contraction operations on G. Furthermore,
a graph G is a weak minor of itself. For example, both G1 in Fig.2 and G2 in Fig.3 are a
weak-minor of the graph G in Fig.1. A weak-minor-closed family of upper embeddable
graphs is a set G of upper embeddable graphs that for each graph G in G, every weak
minor of G is also in G. Obviously, the binary relation weak minor, which is denoted by
4, is a partial order.
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The maximum genus γM(G) of a connected graph G is the maximum integer k such
that there exists an embedding of G into the orientable surface of genus k. A graph
G is said to be upper embeddable if γM(G) = ⌊
β(G)
2
⌋. Nordhaus, Stewart and White
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[5] introduced the idea of the maximum genus of graphs in 1971. From then on, many
interesting results have being made, mainly concerned with the relation between the
maximum genus and other graph parameters as diameter, face size, connectivity, girth,
etc., and the readers can find more details in [6][7][8][9][10][11][12][13][14][15] etc.. But few
papers have provided the informations about the problems as: (I) the relation between
the upper embeddability and vertex splitting; (II) the weak-minor-closed family of upper
embeddable graphs. The following is the details for the two problems.
Problem I: Let G be an upper embeddable graph, v be a vertex of G with degree no
less than 4, and G∗ be the graph obtained from G through a vertex splitting operation on
v, then G∗ may be upper embeddable or not. For example, both the graph G1 in Fig.5
and the graph G2 in Fig.6 are obtained from an upper embeddable G in Fig.4 through a
vertex splitting operation on v in G. The graph G1 is upper embeddable, but G2 is not
upper embeddable. So, a question is naturally raised: How does an upper embeddable
graph remain the upper embeddability after the vertex splitting operation on some vertex
v of this graph?
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Problem II: In general, a class of upper embeddable graphs is not closed under minors.
For example, although the graph G depicted in Fig.8 is upper embeddable, the graph
G1 in Fig.7, which is a minor of G, is not upper embeddable. But, if G is an upper
embeddable graph then every weak minor G of G is also upper embeddable. So we can
easily get a poset F , which is a weak-minor closed family of upper embeddable graphs,
from G through a sequence of edge-contraction operations on G. Obviously, the bouquet
of circles Bβ(G), which consists of a single vertex with β(G) loops incident to this vertex,
is the smallest element of F , i.e., every upper embeddable graph with β(G) co-tree edges
has bouquet circles Bβ(G) as its weak-minor. However, from the example in Fig.4-Fig.6
we can get that the bouquet circles Bβ(G) may also be a weak-minor of a graph G which
is not upper embeddable. So, how to get a poset F , which is a weak-minor-closed family
of upper embeddable graphs, from the bouquet of circles Bn or other upper embeddable
graph via series of vertex-splitting operations on it is the second problem.r
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In this paper, we will do some research on the above two problems. The following is
a Lemma which is obtained by Liu [4][16] and Xuong [15] independently.
Lemma 1.1 Let G be a connected graph, then
1) γM(G) =
β(G)−ξ(G)
2
;
3
2) G is upper embeddable if and only if ξ(G) 6 1, or G has a splitting tree.
2. Vertex splitting and upper embeddability
As described in the introduction, an upper embeddable graph may be changed into a
non-upper embeddable graph after a vertex splitting operation. How does a graph remain
the upper embeddability after vertex splitting operations? In this section, we provide
some results on this problem.
Lemma 2.1 Let G be an upper embeddable graph, v be a vertex of G with
degG(v) >3, and v1, v2, . . . , vn be all the neighbors of v in G. If the v-local subgraph
Gloc(v) is connected, then there must exist a splitting tree T of G such that all of
{vv1, vv2, . . . , vvn} are edges of T.
Proof Let T be an arbitrary splitting tree of G. Since v1, v2, . . . , vn are all the
neighbors of v in G, the splitting tree T must contain at least one of {vvi|i = 1, 2, . . . , n}
as its edge. Without loss of generality, it may be assumed that vv1 ∈ E(T ).
If each of {vvi|i = 2, . . . , n} is an edge of T , then the splitting tree T is T itself.
If some edges of {vvi|i = 2, . . . , n} are not in T , then assume, without loss of generality,
that vvi1 , vvi2, . . . , vvim(m 6 n − 1) are all the edges of {vvi|i = 2, . . . , n} which are not
in T , where the vertex set {vi1 , vi2 , . . . , vim}⊆ {v2, . . . , vn}. Let vij be an arbitrary vertex
of {vi1, vi2 , . . . , vim}. Because there is exactly one u, ω-path in T for any two vertices
u and ω in G, and the edge vvij is not in T , there must be a vvij -path in T , and the
vvij -path in T must be the style: v . . . vαvij , where vα is a vertex of {V (G) − {v, vij}}.
Let Tij = {T − vαvij} ∪ vvij . It is obvious that Tij is a spanning tree of G and the
edge vvij ∈ E(Tij ). Through series of processes similar to that of getting Tij , a spanning
tree T ∗ is obtained, where all of {vv1, vv2, . . . , vvn} are edges of T
∗. Since all edges of
{vv1, vv2, . . . , vvn} are in T
∗, each edge of Gloc(v) is not in T
∗, or else the spanning tree
T ∗ will contain cycles. So all edges of Gloc(v) are co-tree edges of T
∗. Because the v-local
subgraph Gloc(v) is connected, we can get that ξ(G, T
∗) 6 ξ(G, T ) = ξ(G) 6 1. So T ∗ is
a splitting tree of G which satisfies the Lemma. 
Lemma 2.2 Let G be an upper embeddable graph with minimum degree at least
3, v be a vertex of G with degG(v)=4, G
∗ be the graph obtained from G by splitting v
into two adjacent vertices v′ and v′′. If the splitting-edge v′v′′ is not a cut-edge of the
v-splitting subgraph G∗spl(v), then G
∗ is upper embeddable.
Proof Let v1, v2, v3, v4 be the four vertices adjacent to v in G, and T be a splitting
tree of G. Since v′v′′ is not a cut-edge of the v-splitting subgraph G∗spl(v), G
∗
spl(v) must
contain at least one cycle which has v′v′′ as one of its edges. Without loss of generality, let
vi1vi2v
′′v′ be the 4-cycle ofG∗spl(v), which is depicted, for example, in Fig.9 or Fig.11, where
{vi1 , vi2}={v1, v2}. Because G
∗ is obtained from G through vertex splitting operation on
v, v1v2v must be a 3-cycle of G, which is depicted, for example, in Fig.10. In graph
G, let Ci(i = 1, 2, 3, 4) denote the connected component which is obtained from such
4
connected component of G − E(T) that contains vi as one of its vertices, by deleting
the edges vv1, vv2, vv3, vv4, v1v2 from it. It is possible that Ci and Cj may be the same
connected component of G−E(T) (i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4 and i 6= j). If G is upper embeddable,
the graph G∗ in Fig.11, which is obtained from G through vertex splitting on v, is upper
embeddable, for G∗ can also be viewed as a subdivision of G. So, we should only discuss
the upper embeddability of G∗ in Fig.9. For v1, v2, v3, v4 being all the neighbors of v in
graph G, the splitting tree T of G must contain at least one edge which belongs to the
edge set E(v)={vvi|i = 1, 2, 3, 4}. It will be discussed in three cases according to whether
at least three edges of E(v) are in T, or exactly two edges of E(v) are in T, or only one
edge of E(v) is in T. Without loss of generality, let the edges v′vi1 , v
′′vi2 , v
′′v3, v
′v4 in G
∗
be the replacement of vv1, vv2, vv3, vv4 in G after vertex splitting on v, where the edge
set {v′vi1 , v
′′vi2} may be {v
′v1, v
′′v2} or {v
′v2, v
′′v1}.
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Case 1: At least three edges of E(v) are in T.
Without loss of generality, let vv1, vv2, . . ., vvn(n =3 or 4) be all the edges of E(v)
which are in T. Obviously, if exactly three edges of E(v), which are denoted by E3(v), are
in T, and E∗3(v) denotes the replacement of E3(v) after vertex splitting on v in G, then
T ∗ = (G∗ ∩T)∪ v′v′′ ∪E∗3(v) is a spanning tree of G
∗. If the four edges of E(v) are all in
T, T ∗ = (G∗ ∩ T) ∪ v′v′′ ∪ {v′vi1 , v
′′vi2, v
′′v3, v
′v4} is a spanning tree of G
∗. Furthermore,
ξ(G∗, T ∗) = ξ(G,T) = ξ(G) 6 1. So T ∗ is a splitting tree of G∗, and in Case 1 G∗ is
upper embeddable.
Case 2: Exactly two edges of E(v) are in T.
The two edges of E(v) in T may be (i) vv1 and vv2; or (ii) vv3 and vv4; or (iii) one
edge belongs to {vv1, vv2} and the other belongs to {vv3, vv4}.
Subcase 2.1: The two edges of E(v) in T are vv1 and vv2.
In this case, the edge v1v2 in G can not be an edge of T, or else vv1v2 would form
a 3-cycle of T. Let G∗, which is depicted in Fig.9, denotes the graph obtained from G
through vertex splitting on v, where {Ci1, Ci2}={C1, C2}, and {vi1 , vi2}={v1, v2}.
Subcase 2.1.1: C3 and C4 are the same connected component of G.
In this case, let T ∗ = (G∗∩T)∪v′v′′∪{v′vi1 , v
′′vi2}. It is obvious that T
∗ is a spanning
tree of G∗, and ξ(G∗, T ∗) = ξ(G,T) = ξ(G) 6 1. So T ∗ is a splitting tree of G∗, and G∗
is upper embeddable in Subcase-2.1.1.
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Subcase 2.1.2: C3 and C4 are two different connected components of G.
In graph G∗, if at least one of C3 ∪ v
′′v3 and C4 ∪ v
′v4 contains an even number of
edges, then let T ∗ = (G∗ ∩ T) ∪ v′v′′ ∪ {v′vi1 , v
′′vi2}. It is obvious that ξ(G
∗, T ∗) =
ξ(G,T) = ξ(G) 6 1. So T ∗ is a splitting tree of G∗, and G∗ is upper embeddable.
If both C3 ∪ v
′′v3 and C4 ∪ v
′v4 contain an odd number of edges, then C3 and C4 both
contain an even number of edges. Because there is exactly one u, ω-path in T for any
two vertices u and ω in G, and both vv3 and vv4 are not in T, there must be exactly one
v, v3-path in T, and the v, v3-path in T must be of the form as vv1 . . . vpv3 or vv2 . . . vpv3.
Also, there must be exactly one v, v4-path in T, and the v, v4-path in T must be of the
form as vv1 . . . vlv4 or vv2 . . . vlv4. Furthermore, the v, v3-path and v, v4-path in T can not
form a cycle. It is discussed in the following three subcases.
Subcase 2.1.2-a: The v, v3-path and v, v4-path in T are vv1 . . . vpv3 and vv1 . . . vlv4
respectively.
If the edges vv1 and vv2 in G are replaced, after the vertex splitting on v, by v
′vi1
and v′′vi2 respectively, then T
∗
1 = (G
∗ ∩ T) ∪ {v′v4, v
′′v3, v
′′vi2} is a spanning tree of G
∗.
Noticing that the size of Ci1 ∪vi1vi2 ∪Ci2 ∪vi1v
′∪v′v′′ and Ci1 ∪vi1vi2 ∪Ci2 have the same
parity, and both the size of C3 and C4 are an even number, we can easily get that ξ(G
∗, T ∗1 )
= ξ(G,T) = ξ(G) 6 1. So T ∗1 is a splitting tree of G
∗, and G∗ is upper embeddable.
After the vertex splitting on v in G, if the edge vv1 is replaced by v
′′vi2 , and vv2 by
v′vi1 respectively, then T
∗
2 = (G
∗ ∩ T) ∪ {v′v4, v
′vi1 , v
′′v3} is a spanning tree of G
∗. It is
obvious that ξ(G∗, T ∗2 ) = ξ(G,T) = ξ(G) 6 1. So T
∗
2 is a splitting tree of G
∗, and G∗ is
upper embeddable.
Subcase 2.1.2-b: The v, v3-path and v, v4-path in T are vv2 . . . vpv3 and vv1 . . . vlv4
respectively.
In this case, let T ∗ = (G∗ ∩ T) ∪ {v′v4, v
′v′′, v′′v3} be a spanning tree of G
∗. It is
obvious that ξ(G∗, T ∗) = ξ(G,T) = ξ(G) 6 1. So T ∗ is a splitting tree of G∗, and G∗ is
upper embeddable.
Subcase 2.1.2-c: The v, v3-path and v, v4-path in T are vv2 . . . vpv3 and vv2 . . . vlv4
respectively, or vv1 . . . vpv3 and vv2 . . . vlv4 respectively.
In this case, it is similar to that of Subcase 2.1.2-a and Subcase 2.1.2-b to get that G∗
contains a splitting tree.
So, in Subcase-2.1.2, G∗ is upper embeddable.
Subcase 2.2: The two edges of E(v) in T are vv3 and vv4.
In this case, according to v1v2 being an edge of T or not, it will be discussed in the
following two subcases.
Subcase 2.2.1: The edge v1v2 of G is not in T.
In this case, let T ∗ = (G∗ ∩ T) ∪ {v′v4, v
′v′′, v′′v3} be a spanning tree of G
∗. It is
obvious that ξ(G∗, T ∗) = ξ(G,T) = ξ(G) 6 1. So T ∗ is a splitting tree of G∗.
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Subcase 2.2.2: The edge v1v2 of G is an edge of T.
It will be discussed in the following subcases.
Subcase 2.2.2-1: Ci1 and Ci2 are the same connected component of G.
In this case, let T ∗ = (G∗ ∩ T) ∪ {v′v4, v
′v′′, v′′v3} be a spanning tree of G
∗. It is
obvious that ξ(G∗, T ∗) = ξ(G,T) = ξ(G) 6 1. So T ∗ is a splitting tree of G∗.
Subcase 2.2.2-2: Ci1 and Ci2 are two different connected components of G.
If at least one of Ci1 ∪ v
′vi1 and Ci2 ∪ v
′′vi2 contains an even number of edges, then let
T ∗ = (G∗ ∩ T) ∪ {v′v4, v
′v′′, v′′v3}. It is obvious that ξ(G
∗, T ∗) = ξ(G,T) = ξ(G) 6 1. So
T ∗ is a splitting tree of G∗, and G∗ is upper embeddable.
If both Ci1 ∪ v
′vi1 and Ci2 ∪ v
′′vi2 contain an odd number of edges, then Ci1 and Ci2
both contain an even number of edges. Because there is exactly one u, ω-path in T for any
two vertices u and ω in G, and both vv1 and vv2 are not in T, there must be exactly one
v, v1-path in T, and this v, v1-path in T may be the form as vv4 . . . v1v2, or vv4 . . . v2v1, or
vv3 . . . v1v2, or vv3 . . . v2v1. It is discussed in the following two subcases.
Subcase 2.2.2-2a: The v, v1-path in T is vv4 . . . v1v2 or vv4 . . . v2v1.
In this case, let T ∗ = (G∗∩T)∪{v′v4, v
′′v3, v
′′vi2}. Noticing that both Ci1∪vi1v
′∪v′v′′
and Ci2 contain an even number of edges, we can get that ξ(G
∗, T ∗) = ξ(G,T) = ξ(G) 6 1.
So T ∗ is a splitting tree of G∗, and G∗ is upper embeddable.
Subcase 2.2.2-2b: The v, v1-path in T is vv3 . . . v1v2 or vv3 . . . v2v1.
In this case, let T ∗ = (G∗ ∩ T) ∪ {v′vi1 , v
′v4, v
′′v3}. It is obvious that ξ(G
∗, T ∗) =
ξ(G,T) = ξ(G) 6 1. So T ∗ is a splitting tree of G∗, and G∗ is upper embeddable.
Subcase 2.3: The two edges of E(v) in T are such two edges that one is selected from
{vv1, vv2,} and the other is selected from {vv3, vv4}.
Without loss of generality, let the two edges of E(v) in T are vv1 and vv3, which is
illustrated in Fig.13. We will discuss in the following two subcases.
Subcase 2.3.1: After the vertex splitting on v in G, the replacements of vv1 and vv3
are both adjacent to v′ or both adjacent to v′′.
Without loss of generality, let the replacements of vv1 and vv3 are both adjacent to
v′′, which is illustrated in Fig.12. Let T ∗ = (G∗ ∩ T) ∪ {v′′v3, v
′′vi2 , v
′v′′}. It is obvious
that ξ(G∗, T ∗) = ξ(G,T) = ξ(G) 6 1. So T ∗ is a splitting tree of G∗.
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Fig.12: G∗
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Subcase 2.3.2: After the vertex splitting on v in G, the replacements of vv1 and vv3
are adjacent to v′ and v′′ respectively.
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Without loss of generality, let vv1 and vv3 be replaced, after vertex splitting on v, by
v′vi1 and v
′′v3 respectively, which is illustrated in Fig.14.
Subcase 2.3.2-1: In graph G, the edge v1v2 is not an edge of T.
If C4 and one of {Ci1 , Ci2} are the same connected component of G, then T
∗
1 = (G
∗ ∩
T) ∪ {v′vi1 , v
′v′′, v′′v3} is a splitting tree of G
∗.
If C4 is a connected component of G which is different from both of {Ci1, Ci2}, we will
discuss in two subcases.
Subcase 2.3.2-1a: At least one of Ci1 ∪ vi1vi2 ∪Ci2 ∪ vi2v
′′ and C4 ∪ v
′v4 contains
an even number of edges.
In this case, let T ∗ = (G∗ ∩ T) ∪ {v′vi1 , v
′v′′, v′′v3}. It is obvious that ξ(G
∗, T ∗) =
ξ(G,T) = ξ(G) 6 1. So T ∗ is a splitting tree of G∗, and G∗ is upper embeddable.
Subcase 2.3.2-1b: Both Ci1 ∪ vi1vi2 ∪ Ci2 ∪ vi2v
′′ and C4 ∪ v
′v4 contain an odd
number of edges.
In this case, C4 contains an even number of edges. Because there is exactly one u, ω-
path in T for any two vertices u and ω in G, and both vv2 and vv4 are not in T, there
must be exactly one v, v4-path in T, and the v, v4-path in T must be the form as vv1 . . . v4
or vv3 . . . v4. If the v, v4-path in T is vv1 . . . v4, then T
∗
1 = (G
∗ ∩T)∪ {v′v4, v
′v′′, v′′v3} is a
splitting tree ofG∗. If the v, v4-path in T is vv3 . . . v4, then T
∗
2 = (G
∗∩T)∪{v′′v3, v
′v4, v
′vi1}
is a splitting tree of G∗.
Subcase 2.3.2-2: In graph G, the edge v1v2 is an edge of T.
If at least one of Ci2 ∪ v
′′vi2 and C4 ∪ v
′v4 contains an even number of edges, then let
T ∗1 = (G
∗ ∩T)∪ {v′vi1 , v
′v′′, v′′v3}. It is obvious that ξ(G
∗, T ∗1 ) = ξ(G,T) = ξ(G) 6 1. So
T ∗1 is a splitting tree of G
∗, and G∗ is upper embeddable.
If both Ci2∪v
′′vi2 and C4∪v
′v4 contain an odd number of edges, then Ci2 and C4 both
contain an even number of edges. Let T ∗2 = (G
∗ ∩ T) ∪ {v′vi1 , v
′′vi2 , v
′′v3}. It is obvious
that ξ(G∗, T ∗2 ) = ξ(G,T) = ξ(G) 6 1. So T
∗
2 is a splitting tree of G
∗, and G∗ is upper
embeddable.
Case 3: Only one edge of E(v) is in T.
According to this edge is selected from {vv1, vv2} or {vv3, vv4}, it will be discussed in
the following Subcase-3.1 and Subcase-3.2.
Subcase 3.1: One of {vv1, vv2} is the edge in T.
Without loss of generality, let vv1 be the edge in T, which is depicted in Fig.16. In
addition, throughout Subcase 3.1, let vv1 and vv2 be replaced by v
′v1 and v
′′v2 respectively
after the vertex splitting on v inG; and the edge set {vv3, vv4} be replaced by {v
′′vi3 , v
′vi4},
where {vi3 , vi4}={v3, v4} and {Ci3, Ci4}={C3, C4}, which is depicted in Fig.15. According
to the edge v1v2 of G is in the splitting tree T or not, it will be discussed in the following
two subcases.
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Fig.15: G∗
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Fig.18: G∗
Subcase 3.1.1: In graph G, v1v2 is not an edge of T. It is discussed in the following
subcases.
Subcase 3.1.1-1: In graph G∗, C1 ∪ v1v2 ∪ C2 ∪ v2v
′′ ∪ v′′vi3 ∪ Ci3 ∪ Ci4 ∪ v
′vi4
contains an odd number of edges.
In this case, T ∗ = (G∗ ∩ T) ∪ {v′v1, v
′v′′} is a splitting tree of G∗. So, in Subcase
3.1.1-1, G∗ is upper embeddable.
Subcase 3.1.1-2: In graph G∗, C1 ∪ v1v2 ∪ C2 ∪ v2v
′′ ∪ v′′vi3 ∪ Ci3 ∪ Ci4 ∪ v
′vi4
contains an even number of edges.
In this case, if Ci4 ∪ v
′vi4 contains an even number of edges, then T
∗ = (G∗ ∩ T) ∪
{v′v1, v
′v′′} is a splitting tree of G∗.
If Ci4 ∪ v
′vi4 contains an odd number of edges, then C1 ∪ v1v2 ∪C2 ∪ v2v
′′ ∪ v′′vi3 ∪Ci3
contains an odd number of edges too. It is discussed in the following two subcases.
Subcase 3.1.1-2a: In graph G∗, the connected component Ci4 is the same with at
least one of {C1, Ci3}.
In this case, T ∗ = (G∗ ∩ T) ∪ {v′v1, v
′v′′} is a splitting tree of G∗.
Subcase 3.1.1-2b: In graph G∗, neither of {C1, Ci3} is the same connected com-
ponent with Ci4 .
Because there is exactly one u, ω-path in T for any two vertices u and ω in G, and none
of {vv2, vv3, vv4} is an edge of T, there must be exactly one v, v3-path and exactly one
v, v4-path in T, and the v, v3-path, v, v4-path in T must be of the form as vv1 . . . v3 and
vv1 . . . v4 respectively. Noticing that both Ci4 and v
′v1∪C1∪ v1v2∪C2∪ v2v
′′∪ v′′vi3 ∪Ci3
are connected component of G∗ with an even number of edges, we can easily get that
T ∗ = (G∗ ∩ T) ∪ {v′vi4 , v
′v′′} is a splitting tree of G∗.
Subcase 3.1.2: In graph G, v1v2 is an edge of T. It is discussed in the following
subcases.
In graph G∗, if Ci4 is the same connected component with at least one of {C1, C2, Ci3},
then T ∗ = (G∗ ∩ T) ∪ {v′v1, v
′v′′} is a splitting tree of G∗. If any pair of components,
which is selected from {C1, C2, Ci3, Ci4}, is not the same connected component of G
∗, then
it will be discussed in the following two subcases.
Subcase 3.1.2-1: In graph G∗, C2 ∪ v2v
′′ ∪ v′′vi3 ∪Ci3 ∪Ci4 ∪ v
′vi4 contains an odd
number of edges.
Noticing that one of {Ci4 ∪ v
′vi4 , C2 ∪ v2v
′′ ∪ v′′vi3 ∪Ci3} is a connected component of
G∗ which contains an even number of edges, and the other is one which contains an odd
number of edges, we can easily get that T ∗ = (G∗ ∩ T) ∪ {v′v1, v
′v′′} is a splitting tree of
G∗.
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Subcase 3.1.2-2: In graph G∗, C2∪v2v
′′∪v′′vi3 ∪Ci3 ∪Ci4 ∪v
′vi4 contains an even
number of edges.
If both Ci4 ∪ v
′vi4 and C2 ∪ v2v
′′ ∪ v′′vi3 ∪ Ci3 are connected component of G
∗ which
contain an even number of edges, then it is easy to get that T ∗ = (G∗ ∩ T) ∪ {v′v1, v
′v′′}
is a splitting tree of G∗.
If both Ci4 ∪ v
′vi4 and C2 ∪ v2v
′′ ∪ v′′vi3 ∪ Ci3 are connected component of G
∗ which
contain an odd number of edges, then we will discuss it in the following two subcases.
Subcase 3.1.2-2a: In graph G∗, C2 is a connected component with an even number
of edges, and Ci3 is one which contains an odd number of edges.
Noticing that both C2 and Ci3∪vi3v
′′∪v′′v′∪v′vi4∪Ci4 are connected component of G
∗
which contain an even number of edges, we can easily get that T ∗ = (G∗∩T)∪{v′v1, v2v
′′}
is a splitting tree of G∗, which is depicted in Fig.17.
Subcase 3.1.2-2b: In graph G∗, C2 is a connected component with an odd number
of edges, and Ci3 is one which contains an even number of edges.
Because there is exactly one u, ω-path in T for any two vertices u and ω in G, and
none of {vv2, vv3, vv4} is an edge of T, there must be exactly one v, v3-path and exactly
one v, v4-path in T, and the v, v3-path, v, v4-path in T must be of the form as vv1 . . . v3
and vv1 . . . v4 respectively. Noticing that, in the graph G
∗, the connected components Ci3
and C2 ∪ v2v
′′ ∪ v′′v′ ∪ v′vi4 ∪Ci4 both contain an even number of edges, we can easily get
that T ∗ = (G∗ ∩ T) ∪ {v′v1, v
′′vi3} is a splitting tree of G
∗, which is depicted in Fig.18.
Subcase 3.2: One of {vv3, vv4} is the edge in T.
Without loss of generality, let vv4 be the edge in T, which is depicted in Fig.20. In
addition, throughout Subcase 3.2, let vv3 and vv4 be replaced by v
′′v3 and v
′v4 respectively
after the vertex splitting on v inG; and the edge set {vv1, vv2} be replaced by {v
′vi1 , v
′′vi2},
where {vi1 , vi2}={v1, v2} and {Ci1, Ci2}={C1, C2}, which is depicted in Fig.19. According
to the edge v1v2 of G is in the splitting tree T or not, it will be discussed in the following
two subcases.
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Subcase 3.2.1: In graph G, v1v2 is not an edge of T.
In this case, it is obvious that T ∗ = (G∗ ∩ T) ∪ {v′v4, v
′v′′} is a splitting tree of G∗,
which is depicted in Fig.19. So, in Subcase 3.2.1, G∗ is upper embeddable.
Subcase 3.2.2: In graph G, v1v2 is an edge of T.
In this case, if Ci1 in G
∗ is the same connected component with at least one of
{Ci2, C3, C4}, then T
∗ = (G∗ ∩ T) ∪ {v′v4, v
′v′′} is a splitting tree of G∗. If any pair
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of components, which is selected from {Ci1, Ci2, C3, C4}, is not the same connected com-
ponent of G∗, then it will be discussed in the following two subcases.
Subcase 3.2.2-1: In graph G∗, Ci1 ∪ v
′vi1 contains an even number of edges.
In this case, it is obvious that T ∗ = (G∗ ∩ T) ∪ {v′v4, v
′v′′} is a splitting tree of G∗,
So, in Subcase 3.2.2-1, G∗ is upper embeddable.
Subcase 3.2.2-2: In graph G∗, Ci1 ∪ v
′vi1 contains an odd number of edges, and
Ci2 ∪ vi2v
′′ ∪ v′′v3 ∪ C3 contains an even number of edges.
In this case, the connected component C1 ∪ v1v ∪ C2 ∪ v2v ∪ vv3 ∪ C3, which contains
an odd number of edges in G, is replaced by Ci1 ∪v
′vi1 and Ci2∪vi2v
′′∪v′′v3∪C3 after the
vertex splitting on v in G. Let T ∗ = (G∗ ∩ T) ∪ {v′v4, v
′v′′}. Because Ci1 ∪ v
′vi1 contains
an odd number of edges, and Ci2 ∪ vi2v
′′ ∪ v′′v3 ∪C3 contains an even number of edges, it
is obvious that ξ(G∗, T ∗)=ξ(G,T)) 6 1. So, T ∗ is a splitting tree of G∗.
Subcase 3.2.2-3: In graph G∗, both Ci1 ∪ v
′vi1 and Ci2 ∪ vi2v
′′ ∪ v′′v3 ∪C3 contain
an odd number of edges.
In this case, according to the parity of the number of the edges in Ci2 and C3 respec-
tively, it will be discussed in the following two subcases.
Subcase 3.2.2-3a: In graph G∗, Ci2 contains an odd number of edges, and C3
contains an even number of edges.
Because there is exactly one u, ω-path in T for any two vertices u and ω in G, and
none of {vv1, vv2, vv3} is an edge of T, there must be exactly one v, v3-path in T, and
the v, v3-path in T must be of the form as vv4 . . . v3. Noticing that, in the graph G
∗, the
connected components C3 and Ci2 ∪ vi2v
′′∪ v′′v′∪ v′vi1 ∪Ci1 both contain an even number
of edges, we can easily get that T ∗ = (G∗∩T)∪{v′v4, v
′′v3} is a splitting tree of G
∗, which
is depicted in Fig.21.
Subcase 3.2.2-3b: In graph G∗, Ci2 contains an even number of edges, and C3
contains an odd number of edges.
In this case, noticing that in the graph G∗ the connected components Ci2 and C3 ∪
v3v
′′ ∪ v′′v′ ∪ v′vi1 ∪ Ci1 both contain an even number of edges, we can easily get that
T ∗ = (G∗ ∩ T) ∪ {v′v4, v
′′vi2} is a splitting tree of G
∗, which is depicted in Fig.22.
From Case 1, Case 2, and Case 3, the Lemma 2.2 is obtained. 
Theorem 2.1 Let G be a graph with minimum degree at least 3, v be a vertex of
G with degG(v) > 4, G
∗ be the graph obtained from G by splitting v into two adjacent
vertices v′ and v′′, furthermore, the v-local subgraph Gloc(v) be connected. Then the
graph G is upper embeddable if and only if G∗ is upper embeddable.
Proof (⇐=) Let E∗ be an embedding of G∗ in the orientable surfaces Sg of genus g.
Then we can get an embedding E of G in the surface Sg by contracting the splitting-edge
v′v′′ in E∗. So ⌊β(G)
2
⌋=⌊β(G
∗)
2
⌋=γM(G
∗) 6 γM(G). On the other hand, γM(G) 6 ⌊
β(G)
2
⌋.
Therefore, γM(G) = ⌊
β(G)
2
⌋, i.e., the graph G is upper embeddable.
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(=⇒) Let v1, v2, . . ., vn(n > 4) be all the vertices adjacent to v in G, v
′and v′′ be
the replacement of v after the vertex splitting on v in G, and the edge subset {vvi|i =
1, 2, . . . n} of E(G) is replaced by the subset {v∗vi|v
∗ may be v′ or v′′, i = 1, 2, . . . n} of
E(G∗). It can be obtained from Lemma 2.1 that there exists a splitting tree T of G such
that all of {vv1, vv2, . . . , vvn} are edges of T. Let T
∗ = {G∗ ∩ T} ∪ v′v′′ ∪ {v∗vi|v
∗ may
be v′ or v′′, i = 1, 2, . . . n}. Obviously, T ∗ is a spanning tree of G∗, and ξ(G∗, T ∗) =
ξ(G,T) = ξ(G) 6 1. So T ∗ is a splitting tree of G∗, and G∗ is upper embeddable. 
Especially, for a vertex v of G with degG(v)=4, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2 Let G be a graph with minimum degree at least 3, v be a vertex of
G with degG(v)=4, G
∗ be the graph obtained from G by splitting v into two adjacent
vertices v′ and v′′, where the splitting-edge v′v′′ is not a cut-edge of the v-splitting
subgraph G∗spl(v). Then the graph G is upper embeddable if and only if G
∗ is upper
embeddable.
Proof (⇐=) It is the same with that of the Theorem 2.1.
(=⇒) It is an obvious result of the Lemma 2.2. 
3. Weak minor and upper embeddability
In this section, we will provide a method to construct a weak-minor-closed family
of upper embeddable graphs from the bouquet of circles Bn; in addition, we provide a
corollary which extends a result obtained by L. Nebesky´ [17].
Let v be a vertex of the graph G with degG(v) > 4, G
∗ be the graph obtained from G
by splitting v into two adjacent vertices v′ and v′′, then v is referred to as a flexible-vertex
of G if it satisfies one of the following two conditions: (I) If v is a vertex of the graph G
with degG(v) > 4, then the v-local subgraph Gloc(v) is connected (and the vertex splitting
operation on this kind of vertices is referred to as type-I vertex splitting); (II) If v is a
vertex of the graph G with degG(v)=4, then the splitting-edge v
′v′′ is not a cut-edge of
the v-splitting subgraph G∗spl(v) (this kind of vertex splitting operation is referred to as
type-II vertex splitting).
According to Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2, we can get, from the bouquet of circles
Bn, a weak-minor-closed family of upper embeddable graphs through a sequence of vertex
splitting operations on the flexible-vertices.
A graph G is called locally connected if for every vertex v of G the v-local subgraph
Gloc(v) is connected. In 1981, L. Nebesky´ [17] obtained that every connected, locally
connected graph is upper embeddable. The following corollary extends this result.
Corollary A graph, which is obtained from a connected, locally connected graph
through a sequence of type-I or type-II vertex splitting operations on it, is upper embed-
dable.
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Proof According to the result obtained by L. Nebesky´ [17] we can get that every
connected, locally connected graph is upper embeddable. Combining with Theorem 2.1
and Theorem 2.2 we can get the Corollary. 
4. Conclusions
Remark 1 Let G be an upper embeddable graph with minimum degree at least 3, v
be a vertex of G with degG(v) > 5, G
∗ be the graph obtained from G by splitting v into
two adjacent vertices v′ and v′′. Then the condition that the splitting-edge v′v′′ is not a
cut-edge of the v-splitting subgraph G∗spl(v) can not guarantee the upper embeddability of
G∗. For example, the graph G∗ in Fig.24 is a graph obtained from the upper embeddable
graph G in Fig.23 through vertex splitting on v in G, and the splitting-edge v′v′′ is not
a cut-edge of the v-splitting subgraph G∗spl(v). But, G
∗ is not upper embeddable.
❦r r rr✚✚❩❩r r
v
Fig.23: G
❦r rr
r
r✚✚❍❍
r r
v′
v′′
Fig.24: G∗
✲
Remark 2 Let v1v2 be an edge of the graph G. The edge-global subgraph of v1v2,
which is denoted by Gglo(v1v2), is the subgraph of G that is induced by the vertices of
v1, v2 and all the neighbors of them. The edge-local subgraph of v1v2, which is denoted
by Gloc(v1v2), is the subgraph of G that is induced by all the neighbors of the vertex v1
and v2. A flexible-edge of graph G is such an edge v1v2 of G which satisfies one of the
following two conditions: (I) v1v2 is not a cut-edge of the edge-global subgraph of v1v2,
and the adjacent vertices v1, v2 are replaced by a vertex v of degree 4 after contracting the
edge v1v2; (II) The edge-local subgraph Gloc(v1v2) of v1v2 is connected, and the adjacent
vertices v1, v2 are replaced by a vertex v with degree no less than 4 after contracting the
edge v1v2. A flexible-weak-minor of the graph G is a graph obtained from G through a
sequence of edge-contraction operations on the flexible-edges.
From Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 we can get that a graph G is upper embeddable
if and only if its flexible-weak-minor is upper embeddable. So the determining of the
upper embeddability of G can be replaced by determining the upper embeddability of its
flexible-weak-minor. Furthermore, the algorithm complexity of determining the upper
embeddability of G may be reduced much by this way, because the order of the flexible-
weak-minor of G is less than the order of G.
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